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An RTI enquiry has revealed that Delhi Police Special Cell’s conviction rate is a paltry 30 per cent. Nearly 70 per cent of the accused it chargesheeted over the past five years were acquitted for want of credible evidence. Do these figures tell us something? A news story in a leading English
daily bemoans this trifling record and quotes a senior police officerattributing this to the fact that “police sometimes get tangled in cross evidences
and it becomes tough when you rely more on circumstantial evidences”. [i] This evokes the image of a bumbling policeman, reminiscent almost of
Jacques Clouseau, tripping over reams and strings of evidences, in an impossible attempt to build a watertight case against the villains. But Special
Cell couldn’t be farther from this sort of cute sloppiness.
These bare statistics of 30-70 must be read in conjunction with court judgments and the track record of the Special Cell itself to arrive at the big
picture. It is not shoddy investigative skills—a pardonable offence; or poor infrastructure—a justifiable excuse again—but the simple non-existence
of a case that is allowing accused to secure acquittals. Created in 1986 to tackle terrorism and high profile crime, Special Cell has become a law unto
itself, a marauding force, ‘encountering’ and detaining ‘suspects’ almost at will. This is not a charge of bleeding heart liberals and human rights
wallahs alone, but a fact corroborated by judgment after judgment of the city courts.
There is a nauseating familiarity to the narrative of the Special Cell’s busting of terror modules. This is the stream of events as is usually recorded in
the FIR: secret information is received by the police about the entry of a dreaded terrorist into Delhi via bus/ car/ railways to meet an aide to
conspire about an attack or pass on arms and ammunition. Losing no time, a party is readied and dispatched to the spot. The police party
unsuccessfully entreats civilians to join them as public witnesses. An encounter ensues. The terrorist is apprehended. Cash, arms, and caches of
explosives recovered, and the terrorist and the booty displayed suitably in a press conference. Glory invariably follows.
It is only years later, with the accused already having spent years in jail—his business destroyed, his children out of school, and in many cases,
family members suffering from severe mental depression—that the truth starts to emerge. This is the terrible truth of illegal detention, torture,
extortion and frame-ups.
On 14 June 2005, Moinuddin Dar and Bashir Amed Shah travelled to Delhi from Kashmir in connection with their tea business carrying with them
about 4.5 lakh rupees in cash for transactions. [ii] As was their custom, the duo stayed ina hotel in Karol Bagh. They befriended two fellow
Kashmiris who were booked into a room close to theirs. Two evenings later, when Dar was relaxing in his room and Rehman out with their new
friends for dinner at Nizaumddin, there was a knock on the door. Dar found two men at his door, one of them claiming to be Ravinder Tyagi of the
Delhi Police Special Branch. The other man was Major Sharma of the Indian Army posted in Kashmir. Dar’s nightmare had begun. Over the next
couple of days the four Kashmiri men were detained in the hotel by the police, subjected to torture and indignities and forced to sign blank sheets of
paper. Slowly, Tyagi and his men turned the hotel into their private torture chamber collecting thirteen Kashmiris in its rooms. The men were taken
to the Dhaula Kuan Police Station where senior police officers demanded money in lieu of freedom. Nearly two weeks after they were illegally
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confined in their hotel room, Dar, Bashir and two other men, SaqibRehman and Nazeer Ahmed Sofi—the last picked up from the Delhi airport
when his flight landed from Srinagar on 20th June—were driven to the Police headquarters in ITO. As they got off from the police vehicle, they
noted a frenzied media presence—the four were thrust in front of the cameras by a preening Tyagi who claimed to have arrested them after an
encounter on the National Highway 8 near the IGI airport. A press photo of a smooth Tyagi and dazed-looking accused, separated only by a row of
seized arms and explosives, survived. This public moment of glory was to be one of the key evidences to nail the lie of police claims.
The prosecution’s story was that on 27 June 2005, a secret informer (but of course!) apprised Ravinder Tyagi–then posted as SI in Special Branch of
Dhaula Kuan—of the nefarious designs of two Kashmiri terrorists, Masood and Zahid.[iii] Tyagi asked his source to develop this information
further. After a brief lull, on 1 July, the secret informer resurfaced with the valuable news that the two terrorists along with two associates, ferrying a
huge consignment of arms and ammunition, were headed into Delhi from Jaipur in a blue Tata Indica (HR26S0440). Tyagi led a police party and sat
waiting on the national Highway and voila along came the blue Tata Indica in the early hours of 2 July. After a chase—involving cross fire and
hurling of hand grenades—worthy of a Bollywood potboiler, the terrorists were apprehended. Zahid was none other than Dar.
The deposition of the star witness Ravinder Tyagi crumbled under the scrutiny of the judge. Tyagi could not reveal to the court his secret
informer—nor reply to why he felt no urgency to inform about the impending terror strike to the IB or even his seniors. The judge firmly held that
no one could be convicted on the basis of secret information which could be not be “tested on the touchstone of the cross examination by the
accused” [iv]. The court dismantled the case screw by screw, bolt by bolt.
An army combatant uniform was ostensibly seized from the ‘terrorists’ and traced by the policeto a tailor in Gopinath Bazar in Delhi Cantt. The
police rushed off to verify the same in the official vehicle (no. DL1LD1264) and did indeed discover the tailor plying his trade in the market. The
tailor when produced in the court not only identified Dar but also admitted to selling the uniform to him. So far so good. The log record of the
vehicle in which the police party had paid the tailor a visit showed no movement on the said day; the vehicle had remained parked all day at the
Police Station. [v] But never mind that—it could have been a simple mistake—perhaps they clean forgot to make this important entry in the log
book. Never mind also that the tailor sometimes claimed that Dar had purchased a readymade uniform and at other times said that the uniform had
been made to measure on Dar’s order. He must have, after all, prepared several of these uniforms for scores of clients and it would be unfair to
expect him to remember the precise details of all of those. But certainly, it was very odd that the tailor turned out to be a stock witness of the police,
appearing and giving evidence in many cases on behalf of the police (odd also how criminals and terrorists made a beeline for the same tailor when
they needed fake army uniforms). On closer examination of his testimony, the tailor conceded that he operated his shop from a pavement which left
him at the mercy of police and MCD officials, and false testimonies were his way of paying hafta to the police. It was in fact he, who had been
summoned to the DhaulaKuan PS where Dar was duly exhibited to him. [vi]
A sketch of Palam airport was apparently recovered from the pocket of Dar—a point used by the prosecution as proof of the terrorist conspiracy.
The court however noted that for the sketch to be kept in the pocket, it would have to be folded more than twice. The fact that there was a single
fold longitudinally with no creases suggested that the sketch had been planted as an afterthought. Also, the police upon recovering the sketch made
no attempt to either corroborate Dar’s handwriting on the sketch, not to inform the Palam airport authorities about a possible terror attack. [vii] The
Tata Indica, which was supposedly the vehicle of choice of the alleged terrorists was shown to be stolen and an FIR produced in this regard. The FIR
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turned out to be in fact about another car. Moreover, the records showed that the car was registered with the transport authority months after it was
supposedly misappropriated—leading the court to conclude that “Tata Indica Car was planted and merely used as a tool to falsely implicate the
accused persons in this case.” [viii]
But best of all—and the most brazen of all—was the press conference on the day of the encounter. The police merrily forgot to account for it in their
case. Sub Inspector Mahender Singh deposed in the court that he “took the accused alongwith him from the encounter site to P.S.Kapasahera at
10.45 a.m.” from where he reached Hotel BabaContinental, Karol Bagh, at 12 noon, left from there at 1.30 p.m. forthe Patiala House Courts.” [ix] So
when did the press conference take place? There was no press conference, the prosecution firmly responded. But for the photograph of Tyagi
strutting his catch published in a Hindi daily which was preserved by the defence.
Circumstantial evidence, says a senior police officer, is the bane of prosecution, allowing many accused to walk free. But what of forged evidence
and circumstances spun out of thin air? And don’t forget the figure of Major Sharma who accompanied Tyagi’s team to the hotel in Karol Bagh.
Sharma belonged to Army intelligence and had been posted in Kashmir for six years and subsequently transferred to Delhi as Lt. Colonel. Dar and
another co-accused Abdul Majeed Bhatt had worked for the surrender of several militants before the police in Kashmir. Sharma got the wind of it
and sensing the possibility of awards urged the duo to arrange for surrender before him.[x] Stung by the rejection of his offer, he colluded with
Tyagi to implicate these men in this charade of a terror plot—a point not unobserved by the Court:
“They [accused] are totally innocent and have been framed in this case by the aforesaid four police officers in order to achieve their personal gains and/or to
settle petty personal scores, be that at thebehest of one Major Sharma, whose attempts to persuade accused Gulam Moinuddin Dar to work for him in getting
the militantssurrendered in Kashmir were spurned by him (Gulam Moinuddin Dar) or to earn undue honours or awards for themselves.” [xi]
This is by no means the solitary case of manipulated evidence and motivated investigation—nor a rare instance of cynical complicity between
Intelligence and counter insurgency forces. Many would be familiar with the case of Irshad Ali and Md. Qamar, informers for the IB, who tired of
risking their lives, refused to infiltrate a Kashmiri insurgent organization as demanded by IB officers and were punished for their stubbornness by
being abducted by the Special Cell—and surprise, surprise, Ravinder Tyagi played a key role here in this operation as well—tortured unnecessarily
for months and then produced before the media as Al Badr terrorists caught with arms and explosives, getting off a bus at Mutarba Chowk at Delhi
border. [xii] The duo’s telephone call records showed that they had been long in touch with IB; the bus tickets produced before the court were of a
day previous to that on which Irshad and Qamar were allegedly arrested. In its closure report, CBI, which had been directed by the High Court to
investigate the case, called for prosecution of three officers of the Special Cell, including Vinay Tyagi, Subhash Vats and of course Ravinder Tyagi for
lying under oath and creating “false” evidence, among other serious offences. [xiii] This was not all. Inspector Santosh Kumar, the CBI investigating
officer fearing for his safety following threats moved an application in the court of additional sessions judge seeking protection from Sub Inspector
Vinay Tyagi who was threatening him with dire consequences. [xiv]
In 2005, the Special Cell emerged heroic after averting a major attack on the Indian Military Academy (IMA), Dehradun, by apprehending four
terrorists following a fierce encounter in Uttam Nagar inSouth west Delhi. [xv] There was of as usual the mandatory press conference where the
prize catches were displayed for the media and the brave Special Cell officers vied to be photographed with the ‘terrorists’ they had nabbed.
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Five years after they were sent to jail for being Laskhar-e-tayyiba (LeT) militants planning a daring attack on IMA, the court ruled that they had
been set up by the special cell [xvi]. It was a familiar tale of lies, misrepresentation of facts, and contradictions, which could not stand the scrutiny of
cross examination. [xvii] The remittances by one of the accused, Haroon, through Western Union were shown to be the monies used by LeT to fund
the IMA campaign. It turned out to be repayment of a loan to a generous uncle who financed Haroon’s travel to Singapore. The email transcripts
between Haroonand his Pakistani handler were proved to be fabrications by the police. The recoveries from the home of Iftikhar, a student of
Biotechnology at an Institute in Dehradun, demonstrated in the Special Cell’s view his deep involvement in the conspiracy. Ignore for a moment the
Special Cell norm of preparing a seizure list in the absence of any independent public witness and focus on two key items seized: a pass to the IMA
parade and a diary containing inflammatory passages from the Quran and a note declaring vengeance for Gujarat 2002.
The pass turned out to be five months old, the parade already over long before the busting of the IMA ‘terror plot’. More interesting was the fact
that all officers of the Special Celldeveloped amnesia in court about which of them had visited Dehradun to conduct the raid. Neither could they
remember whether the revenge note was written out in Hindi or English. The court was inclined to listen to Iftikhar’s charge that he had been
forced to scribble out the revenge note in his diary next to the passages from Quran (which were not in any way inflammatory). Perhaps they were
inspired by the Maharashtra ATS which has perfected and peddled the Revenge theory so well that it has acquired the currency of an axiom.
Maharashtra ATS is not the only inspiration. 9/11 fascinates the Special Cell just as much. Imran Kirmani, an aeronautical engineer, was picked up
from his home in November 2006 and presented before eager reporters as the sensational LeTcatch [xviii] planning a “9/11 type strike in Delhi”. In
October this year, the court dismissed the flimsy ‘secret information’ which, no surprises by now, RavinderTyagi, had received about the plot.
Moreover, there were others in the Special Cell, Sub inspectors RS Shehrawat and Ramesh Lamba as well as ACP SK Yadav who claimed in the
court to be recipients of this valuable secret information. The FSL report contradicted the Special cell claim that RDX was seized from Kirmani. The
court noted fudging of records, namely the ruqqa, which was originally recorded to be of two pages but which mysteriously expanded to seven
pages when attached with the chargesheet. It was strange also, commented the court that having apprehended a dreaded LeT terrorist, the Special
Cell made no attempt to determine their hideout.[xix]
The Special Cell also tried to inject a dose of 9/11 in the Delhi blasts 2008 case by alleging that one of the accused, Shahzad, apparently a trained
pilot, was the head of the aerial module of Indian Mujahideen.[xx]But their theory crash-landed rather quickly after it was discovered that Shahzad
had never ever enrolled in a flying course, and had zero flying skills. [xxi]
So, difficulty of tying down slippery circumstantial evidence—or simple frame ups which can’t pass the test of evidence and law? The Special Cell
hopes that the burden of evidence can be considerably lowered in cases of terrorism, where patriotism, national security and even prejudice can be
called upon as dependable alibis. When asked for evidence to prove the implication of Md. Salman in the Delhi blasts case by the judge, the public
prosecutorcontinually spoke of the dangers terrorism posed to the country. When asked how Salman’s innocuous telephone conversations
demonstrated his guilt, the PP invoked the climate of fear created by terrorism and how India was waging a war on terror. He, no doubt, hoped
thatwar on terror would be viewed by the court as legitimate substitute for evidence. [xxii]
Counter insurgency spawns its own political economy; the promise and prospect of promotions, cash awards, public adulation, glorification by a
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pliant media, all work to lubricate a machinery which transforms innocents into terrorists.It should come as no surprise that the ascent of city’s
encounter specialists—S.S. Rathi, L.N. Rao and Rajbir Singh—in police hierarchy was swift, all receiving out of turn promotions and rapidly
reaching the rank of ACPs; in fact Rajbir Singh became the only officer to be promoted to ACP rank in a mere thirteen years after joining as sub
inspector in 1982. [xxiii] Their dizzy rise was facilitated by the suffering of men like Dar and Bashir Ahmed, and countless others whom they
claimed to have shot down in difficult crossfire ops.
Remember the encounter at Connaught Place in 1997? Two businessmen were gunned down point blank by these brave men of the Special Cell led
by S.S. Rathi. Or Ansal Plaza in 2002? Within hours of gunning down of two ‘Kashmiri terrorists’ in the basement of this upscale shopping centre on
Diwali eve, the then Home Minister LK Advani rushed to the encounter site to bathe in the afterglow of the glories of Special Cell’s operation. (And
the Police used his presence to seal the authenticity of the ‘encounter’). [xxiv]
The jingoistic hype created by the Ansal Plaza encounter was punctured by a good doctor, Dr. Hari Krishna, who contradicted the police story that
two terrorists had driven into the shopping complex in a Maruti 800; instead, he said,he had seen the two men, barely able to stand or walk, being
almost dragged by the Special Cell officers and then shot in cold blood. For years, Dr. Hari Krishna was hounded and threatened: old cases, long
settled were raked, his reputation tarnished, his claims of being present at the site ofencounter dismissed by doctoring the records of his mobile
phone through collusion with a cellular company. [xxv]
But who shall bell the cat? The courts have on numerous occasions passed strictures against the Special Cell, noting especially its predatory ways,
even asking for filing of FIRs against them and departmental enquiries (as in the case of Dar and Bashir Ahmed) or directed for their prosecution (as
in the Al Badr frame up and CP encounter). Despite repeated offences, Special Cell officers remain the darlings of the Delhi Police top brass
receiving their protection, patronage and legal aid. In every single case where action was called for against them, appeals were filed to avert
prosecution. Additional DCP of the Special Cell, Ravi Shankar, one of the key officers chosen to lead the investigation in the Delhi High Court blast
in mid September 2011 was found to be extorting money by threatening to implicate people in false cases.[xxvi] Shankar and his co-accused
appealed against the CMM’s order seeking the filing of an FIR in a city court and indeed were able to wrest a stay. [xxvii]
While as individuals they have right to legal recourse, one must seriously ask how the state continues to back them in their legal battles. The
sentencing of Rathi and nine of his men who were found guilty of killing in cold blood in the CP encounter was repeatedly appealed against and
was finally upheld by the Supreme Court in May this year—thirteen years after they carried out the execution. [xxviii] It was only in 2009 that a
Delhi court allowed Dr.Hari Krishna’s evidence to be recorded. But by then, the prime witness had battled years of intimidation and the chief
accused, ACP Rajbir Singh, had been killed in shady circumstances by a property dealer in Gurgaon amidst talk of unseemly land deals. Whatever
the truth of these allegations, one thing was certain: the Special Cell’s elite position and wide powers allowed it to subvert the rule of law, turning it
into a rampaging monster.
Salman was discharged. Moinuddin Dar and Bashir Ahmed were acquitted, as were Irshad Ali and Qamar, as did Iftikhar, Haroon and Kirmani
gain their freedom. [xxix] But after brutal torture, public ignominy and condemnation, humiliating press conferences, years in prison, loss of
employment and businesses, broken families, the ever-present terror of the police, and fear as constant companion.
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Why does the government—which consistently blocked all enquiries into the Batla House encounter, which expressed satisfaction with the reports
placed by senior police officers, on which basis it dismissed, indeed violated the NHRC procedural requirement for a magisterial enquiry—stand
with these repeat offenders of the Delhi police? Ravinder Tyagi and Investigating officer Mahinder Singh have filed two writs in the High Court:
one, seeking the overturning of acquittal of Dar and others, and the second asking for a stay on criminal proceedings against them. Indeed, in
response to an RTI application filed by Jamia Teachers Solidarity Association (JTSA) seeking information if the court’s order of filing an FIR and
departmental enquiry had been initiated, the Delhi Police responded that they had neither filed an FIR nor initiated a departmental enquiry as the
police officers had appealed against the order.[xxx]
Had not the Commissioner of Police read the verdict of the court which blew the prosecution case to smithereens? Did the senior authority in the
Delhi Police feel no moral obligation to conduct an enquiry in the aftermath of such a damning indictment of its decorated officers? Are they
unaware of the CBI closure report which indicts the Special Cell for falsely framing innocents?Have they paused to ask how the Special Cell
manages to produce explosives and vast amounts of cash to be displayed at Press conferences? Is it the case of a few rogue officers? Rathi and his
band of nine merry shooters continued to serve in the police even when they were convicted by the lower court on the ground“that their appeals
against such conviction are pending before the superior courts,” an outraged High Court noted seeking the response of the MHA. [xxxi]
If it had just been a handful of bad apples, then surely they would have been suspended and taken off duty years ago. Instead what they received
were medals, rapid promotions and a virtual license to kill.
One suspects that this is deeper than that. The Special Cell—or the various ATS and STF for that matter—represent our impatience with due process
of law and the increasing impunity afforded to those we see as custodians of nationalsecurity. They are to the police forces what AFSPA is to the
army: enjoying utter impunity with almost a blanket immunity. Just a week after the Ansal Plaza encounter, inaugurating the Asia Pacific Human
Rights conference, Prime Minister Vajpayee was advocating the erosion of human rights as a necessary corollary to the war on terror: “we have
sometimes to take tough decisions, even infringing some of our freedoms and abridging some of our human rights temporarily, to firmly counter
terrorism….” [xxxii] A sentiment echoed by former Chief Justice and current chairperson of the National Human Rights Commission when he
deemed encounters as “unavoidable sometimes … the law and order problem is increasing. Criminals are taking law into their hands, attacking
even the police. Police have to take control of the situation.” [xxxiii]
Our popular culture has served this attitude well—and has indeed helped shaped it. Bollywood has celebrated the instant justice that ‘encounter
specialists’ represent and ridiculed human rights concerns.
Plans are afoot to mount a bio-pic of ACP Rajbir Singh (he of the infamous land deals and mysterious killing). Titled apparently, KlubLodhi
Road, [xxxiv] the film is perhaps intended to sweeten and gift wrap the ugliness of encounter killings and frame ups Rajbir Singh and Special Cell
indulged in, just as Ab Tak Chappan glamourized Daya Naik and Mumbai encounter specialists.
The real cause for concern should not be the low rate of conviction in the cases ‘cracked’ by the Special Cell—but the appalling lack of prosecution
of the officers of Special Cell and the near total absence of any departmental enquiry or action against them.
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(Manisha Sethi is with Jamia Teachers’ Solidarity Association.)
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1. Shama Zaidi PERMALINK
February 22, 2012 11:35 AM
the delhi police is the most spineless chamcha organisation of all the police forces in our metros. is this because of the goi netas who expect them
to bend and crawl or is it a relic of the mughal and british raj?
REPLY
2. Rex PERMALINK
February 23, 2012 1:28 PM
On 15th August 1947, there was just a transfer of power from British to Indian rulers. The entire legal framework, bureaucracy etc, originally
designed to extract wealth from the country and oppress any form of dissent, were retained.
Among these are broad powers given to the police, that lets them detain anyone in the name of maintaining public security or ‘law and order’.
Not surprising that this mindset continues, and the cops detain anyone they please as a ‘terrorist’ with impunity.
REPLY
3. Ram Sharma PERMALINK
February 24, 2012 9:07 PM
The Supreme Court of India has recently commented on the misuse of state power by Delhi police and ordered criminal proceedings against
their assault on sleeping protesters (!) which, in the opinion of SC, amounted to supression of the fundamental rights of the citizens. Will a Kafila
posting discuss this issue from the perspective of Indian Constitution, fundamental rights of citizens and its blatant violation by the State ?
REPLY
4. mona PERMALINK
February 28, 2012 4:14 PM
Dear Manisha & other Kafila members, this truth must come on TV media & in major newspapers. Majority doesn’t know this at all & are prone
to communal thinking!
REPLY
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